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This paper concerns a duality between conditionally convergent real series and
permutations of their indices. It is widely known that if one is given a series E ^ which
is conditionally convergent but not absolutely convergent, then there is a permutation
n such that £«< # £#*(*)• Various authors have studied extensions of this result of
Riemann (for example, Smith [8], Steinitz [9], Threlfall [10], Wald [11,12]), but in our
opinion a more challenging problem is to find those permutations which do not
change the value of 2>*, and, dually, given a permutation to find those series whose
sum is unaffected by the permutation.
F. W. Levi [5] was apparently the first to consider such problems, and he
introduced an interesting duality between subsets of C, denoting the set of all
convergent real series, and subsets of P, denoting the set of permutations of the
counting numbers N = {1, 2, ...}. Given a set A £ C, let
A x = {7i G P: Ea, = Efl«(i) for all aeA},
and given a ? c p ) let
P+ = { E ^ e C : ^ = Zan(i) for all neP}.
Levi called A x + the closure of A, and P+x the closure of P, and noted that x and
+
 are inverses of each other when considered as maps between closed sets of series
and closed sets of permutations. In particular, this duality can be used to show that
the closed sets of permutations and series each form a lattice, where
for closed sets A, B £ C and P, Q £ P. The x and + maps are lattice anti-
isomorphisms, taking V to A and vice versa.
One highly unusual property of this duality is that C is an unnormed linear space,
while P has a natural multiplicative group structure. It is easily seen that every closed
set of series is a linear subspace of C, but it is rarely true that a closed set of
permutations is a subgroup or even a subsemigroup. In fact, Levi showed that P is
the only closed subgroup. He conjectured that for any convergent series E^i which
is not absolutely convergent, (Efl<)x is not a semigroup, and asked if P and C x were
the only closed semigroups. Pleasants [6] and Smith [8] also consider several problems
relating convergent series and the group structure of P.
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This paper examines some of the interplay between Levi's duality, the linearity
of C, and the group structure of P. We answer Levi's question, and initiate a study
of the structure of the lattices of closed subsets of P and C. The paper is divided into
six sections. The next section contains basic definitions and previous results. The third
section examines the semigroup properties of large closed sets of permutations of the
form (Lat)x, and uses these results to answer Levi's question. The fourth section
contains results on small closed sets of permutations, those of the form n+ x ,
concentrating on the structure of the sublattice of closed sets beneath n+ x . The fifth
section considers the set of alternating series, which is the most important class of
conditionally convergent series, and characterizes its dual and second dual. The final
section contains some open problems.
2. Preliminaries
For sets A and B, A <= B (or B => A) will mean strict inclusion, that is, A <= B and
A # B. The term conditionally convergent will mean convergent but not absolutely
convergent, and AC will denote the set of absolutely convergent series. If the series
have terms from some normed linear space, then P + is the set of unconditionally
convergent series. One always has P + 3 AC, and for finite-dimensional spaces (in
particular, for the reals U), P + = AC. An important result of Dvoretzky and Rogers
[2] is that in every infinite-dimensional Banach space P + ^ AC. In this paper only
real series will be considered.
We use Po to denote C x . Despite the long-term interest of mathematicians in
relating conditional convergence, absolute convergence and unconditional converg-
ence, apparently the first characterization of Po is due to Levi [5]. Subsequently,
Agnew [1] and Pleasants [6] independently characterized Po. Goha [3] published an
alternative proof of Levi's result, and Schaefer's expository paper [7] includes another
characterization of Po. For A g py, the phase 'A is a union of n intervals of ftJ', means
that A can be written as a union of n intervals of I^ J, but cannot be written as a union
of n — 1 intervals. Here a single element of N is considered to be an interval. For
integers i ^j, [i,j\ denotes the interval {keN\i^k ^j}. For a permutation n and
an interval [i,J], n([i,j\) denotes the set {n(i), ..., n(f)}.
THEOREM 1 (Levi [5]). neP0 if and only if there is an integer I such that, for all
n, n([\, n]) is a union of I or fewer intervals ofN.
From the definition of Po one knows only that for any permutation n in P \P 0 there
is a series Zflf in C such that H,nan(i) does not converge to the sum E ^ . (For
summations, whenever a lower bound is omitted it is 1, and whenever an upper bound
is omitted it is infinity.) Levi showed that additionally one can find a convergent series
S^i such that Xbn(i) diverges.
Levi's closure operations have several simple properties. The set C is the largest
closed set of series and AC is the smallest, just as P is the largest closed set of
permutations and Po is the smallest. For any A £ C, we have A x + 2 span (A U AC),
where span (X) is the linear span of X. Later sections contain examples where the
closure is precisely this linear closure, and there are A where A*+ is strictly greater
than span (A U AC). For example, if A is the set of all square-summable convergent
series then span (A U AC) = A # C, but A x + = C. (This later fact may not be
obvious, but Levi's proof of Theorem 1 can be modified to construct, for each
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7TGP\P0, a square-summable convergent series Y*ai such that l^a^n*.) Further, if B
and C are closed sets of series, then B v C 2 span (5 U C) and B /\C = B()C, and if
P and g are closed sets of permutations, then P V Q 2 P U 2 and P A 0 = P n 0.
Unfortunately, notation concerning permutations is not standardized. For
example, the action of the permutations in Pleasant's paper [6] is the inverse of their
action here. Given permutations n and p, nop will mean the permutation given by
nop(i) = n(p(i)). For any n in P and p in Po, nop is in n+ x, but in general pon is
not in 7i+ x. Some of the results concerning C and products of permutations follow.
Note that P is a group and Po is a semigroup.
THEOREM 2 (Levi [5]). P is the only closed set of permutations which is a group.
THEOREM 3 (Pleasants [6]). Every permutation is the product of two sum-preserving
permutations, where a permutation n is sum-preserving if, for each £af in C, either
E«< = lfln(i) or Zan(i) diverges.
THEOREM 4 (Pleasants [6]). The group generated by Po is not all of P.
Note that if n moves only finitely many elements then, for any permutation p,
p~1onop also moves only finitely many elements. In this case both n and p~1onop
are in Po, and hence in (5X) * for any series ^£at.
THEOREM 5 (Smith [8]). Let n be a permutation which moves infinitely many
elements, and let J^at be conditionally convergent. Then there are permutations px and
p2 such that Pi 1onop1e(Eai)x andp^~1onop2$(Lai)*.
3. (Xat) *
In this section we consider large closed sets of permutations, those of the form
(Xai)x • Basically, Theorem 7 shows that all such sets have certain common properties,
while Theorem 9 shows that (Lat)x provides detailed information about £#$•
We say that E ^ converges absolutely on / £ N if 5^ e < / | ^ | < oo, and 2,at is
indeterminate on J if ~ZjeJ max (0, a^) = + oo and T,jeJ min (0, a5) = — oo. If Xat is
conditionally convergent and converges absolutely on / then it is indeterminate on
[^ J\y. Any convergent series has uncountably many infinite subsets of N on which it
converges absolutely.
LEMMA 6. Let Ea^ be conditionally convergent, let J be a set on which £fls converges
absolutely, and let nsP be such that n'^^J) is monotone. Then ne&a^*.
Proof. Let M{n) = max {/: ieN\J and ^- 1(0 < «}• Then
n M(n)
- E f a : / s£ Min), ieJ, 7i-l(i) > n).
As n -> oo, M(n) -> oo, so the first sum on the right-hand side converges to ^ at. Since
Y,ai converges absolutely on J, the remaining two sums on the right converge to 0.
Therefore the left-hand side converges to E^.
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THEOREM 7. Let £a^ be conditionally convergent. Then
(a) J> =
(b) P0 =
Proof, (a) Let n e P, and let / be an infinite subset of N on which 2 ^ converges
absolutely. We show that n = pxop2 where p^1 and pf1 are monotone on N\/. By
Lemma 6, /?! and p2 ai>e in (Zaf)x.
Define /?f * as follows: on N\J, p^1 is the monotone bijection onto / . On /, p^1
is the bijection onto N\J such that, if /, keJ, then /?f x(0 < P\\k) if a nd only if
TT"1^) < rc^1^). Define p^1 as follows: on N\J, p^1 is the monotone bijection onto
n~\J), and on /, p^1 is the bijection onto 7r-1(N\/) such that n = pxop2.
(b) Notice that Po c {&eP: (Zfl<)* OTT C ( I ^ ) X } . TO show equality let 7reP\P0.
We shall construct p in Po such that pon^(Lcii)x, so in fact we shall prove the
stronger result that Po = {7reP: P0o7r £ (SaJ5*}. The construction of p is such that
there is an increasing function U where ^([1, U(i)]) = [1, £/(/)] for all /, and for any
n, p([\, ri\) is a union of no more than two intervals of N.
Set U(\) = 0. In general, having defined U(k) and p(i) for / =^  U(k), let
M{k+1) > U(k) be such that
let n(k+\) be such that 7i([l, n(k+\)]) is a union of at least M(k+l)+l-U(k)
intervals of N, the first of which contains [1, U(k)]; \etjulk)+u . . . J W + D be the
smallest elements of the second through (M(k+1)+1 - U(k)) th intervals, in order; let
N(k+1) = max{7r(i): i < n(k+ 1)};
and let C/(fc+1) and L{k+1) be such that
a n d t/(A;+i)
Z
Define / ^ (O for t/(ik)+ 1 < i ^ M(A:+1) by
\ji— 1 otherwise.
Define ^"KO for L(A;+1) ^ / < U(k+l) so that it is monotone onto
[U(k)+ 1, N(k+ \)]\p-H[U(k)+1, Af(fc+ 1)]), and on M(A:+ 1) < i < L(k+ 1) define
p~\i) to be N(k+l) + i-M(k+\). Now /? is defined on [1, U(k+1)],
p([l, C/(A:+1)]) = [1, C/(A:+1)], and for any /i^t/(fe+l), p([l,/i]) is a union of
no more than two intervals of N.
When the induction is complete, p is defined. To show that pon$(Lat)*, consider
n(fc)
2 Clpon(i) (*)
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for k > 1. Now n{[\, n(k)]) is composed of at least M(k) +1 - U(k — 1) intervals. If /(A:)
is the largest element of the first interval, then (*) contains Z/(fc) ap(i). Since p e Po, this
sum converges as k -> oo. The remaining terms in (*) can be grouped as
Sfa: U(k- 1) < i < M(k), at > 0}+Il{ai:L(k) ^ i ^ U(k), p-\i)en([\
The second sum tends to 0 as k-+ oo, while the first sum tends to oo. Hence (*)
diverges.
We now answer Levi's question by showing that there are only two closed
semigroups of permutations.
COROLLARY 8. The only closed semigroups of permutations are P and Po.
Proof. Suppose that P is closed and P 3 P 3 Po. Let n e P\P0. Since P ^ P and
P is closed, there is a conditionally convergent series Tat in P+. As was mentioned
at the start of the proof of Theorem 7(b), there is pePQaP such that
pon$(Lai)x 3 P, so P is not a semigroup.
Despite the fact that the semigroup generated by (Lad * is equal to that generated
by (Lbi)* whenever £«* and Efy belong to C\AC, it is nevertheless true that
(Zad x characterizes E ^ quite closely. The following theorem is a slight restatement
of results of Katznelson and McGehee [4].
THEOREM 9. Let S be a finite subset ofC. Then S* + = span (S U AC).
COROLLARY 10. Let S^eC. Then
£ (E^)*} = { ^ : E K ( i ) - ^ | < oo}.
Proof. Theorem 9 shows that if £ ^ e (Lad x +> then there is a real number r such
that T,\bt — rat\ < oo. Suppose that n is such that wo(2tfi)x ^ (La^*. Since the
identity is in (Lat)x, we have n e (Lad x > and therefore Z^(i)G C. If Sfln(i)'
then there is pe(Ladx such that Y<an(p(i)) # 2^(1) = S^ , and hence
Therefore Zan(i) e (Lai)x +»so there is r such that £ 1 ^ ) - rat\ < oo. We shall show that
r = 1. If £af e AC then r can be any value, including 1. Otherwise, let M = £|a^(i) - rat\
and let /(e) = {/: at ^ e}. Then
M £• 2* \u.n(i) ra^\ ^ i ®n(i) > r *-> &i-ie I(e) ie I(e)
Since Z<6/(e)fl«(i) < Ziei(E)av lt follows that
If r 7* 1 then the right-hand side tends to infinity as e -> 0, so we must have r = 1.
Conversely, if E|«rt(i) — 0*1 < oo then it is easy to see that Y,an(i) = Zflt and
2X w e(SX) x + . Hence for any p in (Z^) x , £«*(,«)) = 2X<i) = 2 ^ and so
nope&ai)*.
4. 7T+X
In this section we consider the lattice structure of the small closed sets of
permutations, a structure which is significantly more complicated than the small
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closed sets of series. The small closed sets of series are precisely characterized by
Theorem 9, which converts lattice questions into linear algebra problems. For
example, let A be a closed subset of C. Then any maximal descending chain of closed
sets whose first element is A and whose last element is AC has dim (,4)+1 members,
where by dim (.4) we mean the N U {oo}-valued linear space dimension of A over AC.
Also, given series Jjit and Z^»m C which are linearly independent over AC, the closed
sets strictly between {£#», £6J * + and AC are an antichain. Further, there is a bijection
/between IR U {oo} and these sets, where / i s given by
r = oo.
Compared to such precise information, the results of this section are fairly crude.
We shall show that if 7reP\P0, then between n+ x and Po there are large chains and
antichains. Thus to a certain degree the gross features of the lattice beneath n+x are
independent of n. The following theorem starts this analysis. There are shorter proofs
of the existence of p2, but its method of construction is reused later.
THEOREM 11. Let n be an element of P\P0- Then there are permutations px and
p2 such that
P 3 />+ x 3 7T+ X 3 p+ x 3 Po .
Proof. We make extensive use of the fact that for any permutations p in P and
a in Po, poaep+x.
To construct px, \etj\ <j2 < ... be such that n(jx) < n{j2) < .... Since Po is not
closed under inverses, there is a permutation a and series E ^ in C such that a~1eP0
and a 4 (2^) x • Define a new permutation T by
r . • / • • _ •
[ / otherwise.
Let/?x = nor. Since n = ^ o r 1 and T~1eP0, we have nepf x and n+x ^ p+ *. To
establish that n+x ^p?*, we shall show that the series E&i defined below is in
Define Z^t by ,
\
10 otherwise.
For any n let K(ri) = max{k:n(jk) ^ n). Then
so JJ}tsC. Further, if m{n) = m a x ^ : ^ ^ «}, then
so Xbien+. However,
Since cr^(Zfli)x and the range of m{n) is N, p1$(Lbi)+, as was to be shown.
To construct p2 we shall find a in Po such that 7ro<7£P0 and such that
(noa)+\n+ is non-empty, for then p2 = no a is the desired permutation. We define
a by partitioning N into consecutive intervals {Afn}£°_ x such that a maps each Nn onto
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itself. When n is odd, a is the identity on Nn, while when it is even, then for any /
in Nn, <r([l, i\) is a union of not more than two intervals of N. This ensures that a e Po.
Let m{n) = max{/: ieNn} and mn{n) = max{7r(0: ieNn}.
To define a and {Nn}, let A^  = {1} and a(\) = 1. In general, having defined ATn_15
define Nn as follows. Since n$F0, there is K{ri)>m{n-\) such that
7r([l, K(ri)]) =J [1, mn{n — 1)] and n([\, K(n)]) consists of n +1 or more intervals. If n is
odd, let Nn = [m(«— 1) + 1, K(n)] and define a to be the identity on Nn. If n is even,
let 7*(«, k), 1 ^ k ^ n, be such that
m»(n- 1) <y(«, 1) <y(/i, 2) < ... <//! , /i) < AT(«)
and n(j(n, k))+\$n([\, K(n)]). (It is always possible to find such j(n, k) since
7t([l,K(n)]) consists of n + 1 or more intervals, the first of which includes
[\,mn(n — \)].) Let j'(n, k), l^k^n, be an increasing (in k) enumeration of
{n-\n(J{n, 1))+ 1), ..., n-\n(J(n, n))+ 1)}. Notice that/(n, 1) > K{ri). Let
Now (T is defined on iVn so that a(m(n— 1)+1), ..., o(j'{n, n)) is
m(n-\)+\,m(n-\) + 2, ...,j(n, \)J(n, n)+\,j(n, n) + 2, ...,
The important feature is that, among {j(n, 1), ...,j(n,«),/(«, 1), ...,/(«,«)}, cr lists
them in the ordery(«, 1),/(«, 1),./(«, 2),/(«, 2), ....
As promised, a is in Po. To see that p2$PQ, notice that if n is odd, then
/?2([1, m(n)]) = 7c([l, w(«)]), which consists of n+1 intervals. To see that /^" x ^n+x,
define the series £<** by
if / = n(j(n, k)) for some 1 ^k ^n,
if i = n(f(n, k)) for some 1 < k ^ «,
otherwise.
By construction of j and / , if one ignores the terms which are zero, then 5X is an
alternating series, and hence converges, and its sum is 0. To show that Yat is not in
7c4", if n is even then
K(n) m(n-l) K(n) \
I «*<*)= I ««(*>+ I an(i) = 0+n-=\,
i-m(n-l)+l n
so Han(i) does not converge to Ea<. To see that Y,atep^, let / be the arbitrary and
« = max{y:m(y) ^ /}. Then
I m(n) I m(n) I \
^
a
 £ a + ^ a = £ a + 2 fl = 0 +
where A^  is either 0 or 1, depending on whether
card({/(«+1, 1), ...,j(n+1, «+1)} n a([m(«)+1, /]))
-card({/'(«+1, 1), . . . , /(«+ 1, «+1)} n a[(m(Ai)+1, /]))
is equal to 0 or 1, respectively. Therefore £^2(*) = E#i, as was to be shown.
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By repeated application of Theorem 11 one obtains, for any 7reP\P0, a countable
decreasing chain n+x 3 nf x ID n£ * ... of closed, singly generated sets of permu-
tations. By manipulating the construction of p2, longer chains can be produced. Recall
that p2 = noa, where (JEP0. The permutation a is constructed using {Nn}, where
the behaviour of a on \J{Nn: n odd} guarantees that p2 $ Po, while the behaviour of
a on \J{Nn: n even} ensures that p£ x # n+ x . For a subset S of the even integers,
define the permutations as by
[ <j(i) if i G AL and n e 5,
11 otherwise.
It is easy to verify the following properties:
1. (7 = <7 T i f r={2 , 4, 6, . . . } ;
2. <7seP0foral lS;
3. 7100* = n;
4. (7roffs)+x =>(7ro<TT)+* i f S c 71;
5. 7ro<7s£P0forall S;
6. (TT O <JS)+ x = {n o <JT)+ x if and only if (S U r ) \ ( 5 n T) is finite;
7. (7TO<7S)+X and (7roaT)+x are incomparable if (S\T) and ( r \ 5 ) are infinite.
We can now describe some of the structure of the lattice between n+ x and Po.
COROLLARY 12. Let n be an element o /P \P 0 . Then the lattice of closed sets of
permutations between n+ x and Po has large chains and antichains, in that
(a) there are permutations nr, 0 < r ^ 1, such that no = n and n + x =3 7r+ x
whenever r < s;
( b ) / / iere a r e permutations pr,0^r^ 1, 5«c/2 f/iaf n+ X => p + X z> P 0 / o r a// r
p,f x an*/ p+ x are incomparable whenever r ^ s.
Proof. Using the construction given above, we need only find appropriate
subsets of the even integers. It is well known that there is a collection of sets Sr,
0 < r ^ 1, such that each is a subset of the even integers, So is all even integers, S1
is infinite, and if r < s, then 5"r => Ss and Sr\Ss is infinite. Letting nr = noasr gives
the desired permutations. Similarly, it is well known that there are subsets Tr,
0 s% r ^ 1, of the even integers such that Tr\Ts and Ts\Tr are both infinite whenever
r # s. Let pr = noaTr.
Since there are only c = card (IR) permutations, the chains and antichains of
Corollary 12 are as large as possible if we consider only closed sets generated by a
single permutation. It is possible that there are 2C closed sets of permutations, in which
case one can ask if a chain of that length is possible.
The meet of small closed sets behaves quite differently depending on whether
the closed sets are sets of series or of permutations. On the one hand, Theorem 9
shows that for any series Z ^ and £&*, either ( 2 ^ ) x + = ( 5 ^ ) x + or else
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(Lat) * + A (Lbt) * + = AC. On the other hand, the following theorem shows that almost
anything is possible with permutations.
THEOREM 13. There are permutations 7rl5 n2,7c3,7r4, plt p2, p3, p4 in P \P 0 such that
(a) nl*p1butn+* = p+x => P o ;
(b) 7C+
=> n _ n+ x
(c) n£ * and pf * are incomparable (in which case nf* Apfx is strictly smaller
than either nfx or nfx) and n£ x Ap£ x => P o ;
(d) n£ x and p£ x are incomparable and n£x Apfx = Po.
Proof, (a) Let 7 T 1 G P \ P 0 be arbitrary, and let CTGP0 be such that a is not the
identity and ff^ePo. Then p1 = n1offen1+x and nt = pxoa-lGpt%.
(b) This follows from Theorem 11.
(c) Let S and T be infinite subsets of even numbers such that S\T and T\S are
infinite. Using the notation preceeding Corollary 12, let nz = noas and p3 = noaT.
It is easy to see that n£ x A p£ x is neither n£ * norpf *, and since it contains n o as u T
it is not Po.
(d) We define ni and /?4 on consecutive intervals of integers Bx, B2, ..., where
Bl = [1, 4], B2 = [5, 10], Bz = [11, 18], etc. The values of rc4 and p4 are as indicated
below.
1 2 3 4
1 3 2 4
1 2 3 4
5 6 7 8 9 10
5 6 7 8 9 10
5 7 9 6 8 10
11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
11 13 15 17 12 14 16 18
11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
19 20 21 ...
19 20 21 ...
19 21 23 ...
On even numbered blocks TT4 is the identity, while on odd numbered ones it lists first
the odd elements and then the even ones; pt behaves similarly, exchanging the roles
of odd and even blocks. Clearly 7i4, />4eP\P0.
To show that n+* /\p+* = Po, notice that n+* A/>4+x = (TT4+ U/? 4 + ) X , SO it
suffices to show that C = span (nf U pt)- Let %at e C and let bi = (LieBj «i)/car
Define series *Lct, Y,dt by
_(2ai-bj and j even, ( 2ai —bj if ieBj andy odd,if i G Bj and j odd, *** ~~ [ bi if / G Bi and j even.
Then 2at = ct + dt for all i, so Z ^ is in the span of Z ^ and Z<^. To show that
Z ^ , Z ^ G C, notice that for any block Bp
Pick any n, lety be the number of the block containing n, and let m(n) =
n m(n) n
Z c,= Z= Z
To estimate |Zm(n)+iciL notice that if/ is odd then this is equal to |(«—m(ri))bj\; this
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which also tends to 0 as n tends to infinity. Therefore £ q converges to the sum
Since ct = cniW for all /, we also have Zcf e ^ . A similar proof shows that '
For obvious reasons we have been calling closed sets of the form (La{)x + and n x +
small, and the following simple proposition gives another measure of their smallness.
PROPOSITION 14. (a) Let {nn:neM} be a countable collection of permutations.
Tken\Jnn+* czP.
(b) Let {^af'.neN} be a countable collection of convergent series. Then
Proof, (a) We define a function j(n,i), i, «eN, such that j(n,i) is strictly
increasing in i for each fixed n. First, let y( 1, i) be an increasing sequence such that
n^\j{\, 1)) < n^\j{\, 2)) < .... Having defined j(n-1, i) for some n, let/«, i) be an
increasing (in i) subsequence of j(n — 1, /) such that n~\j(n, 1)) < Unl{j(n, 2)) < ....
Finally, define the function k(i) by k(i) =j(i, i). By construction, k is increasing, and
for any n, n~l{k{ij) is increasing when / ^  n.
To show that \/n+ x ^ P, it suffices to find a conditionally convergent series %bn
in r\n£. The series
\{-\y/j if i = ku),
0 otherwise[
will do.
(b) By a diagonalization process similar to that used above, one can find an
infinite subset S <= N such that £#" converges absolutely on S for all n. Therefore any
permutation n which is the identity on N\5 is in (°j (La?) *, and thus \/(La?)x + omits
any series Xbt in C\AC where bt = 0 for ie N\S.
5. Alternating series
Perhaps the most important class of conditionally convergent series is the set of
alternating series, where a series E ^ is alternating if a{ ai+1 < 0 for all i and \at\
converges monotonically to 0. We use Alt to denote the set of alternating series. Now
Alt is a well-known class of series with several nice properties, making it natural to
consider Altx + . To do this we shall first characterize Altx.
Let S be a subset of N and let p be the increasing enumeration of S, that is, p(l)
is the smallest element of S, p(2) is the second smallest, etc. (If S is a finite set then
p has domain [1, card (S)].) We say that S is alternating if p alternates between even
and odd numbers. The imbalance of S is defined to be
max<
i
S ( - : i ^ card (S)
Notice that every non-empty set has a non-zero imbalance, and an alternating set has
an imbalance of 1. The converse is not true, as the set {1, 2, 4, 5} has imbalance 1 but
does not alternate. The following facts concerning imbalance are straightforward and
their proofs are left to the reader.
PROPOSITION 15. Let S be a subset of N.
(a) If S has an imbalance of 1, then S can be partitioned into two alternating sets,
one of which may be empty.
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(b) If S has an imbalance of k, then S can be partitioned into k sets each having
an imbalance of 1.
(c) IfS has an imbalance ofk and S' c S has an imbalance of 1, then the imbalance
ofS\S'isk-\,k,ork+\.
Combining parts (a) and (b) we see that a set of imbalance k can be partitioned
into 2k alternating sets, some of which may be empty.
We extend the notion if imbalance to permutations by saying that the imbalance
of a permutation n is maxra{imbalance of 7r([l, «])}. It is possible for a permutation
n to alternate in the sense that 7r(l) is odd, n(2) is even, n(2) is odd, etc., and yet still
have infinite imbalance. For example, the permutation with values 1, 4, 3, 2, 5, 10,
7, 8, 9, 6, 11, 18, 13, 16, ... has these properties.
PROPOSITION 16. Altx = {n: n has finite imbalance}.
Proof. Let n have a finite imbalance / and let 2 ^ be in Alt. Define the function
n~ from N to N U {0} by
that is, n~(n) is the largest i such that n([l, n]) contains [I, i]. Then
I « « ) S i+ Z
 p ()
JeS(n)
where S(ri) = TT([1, «])\[1, n"(«)]. Since n has an imbalance of/. S(n) has an imbalance
of at most / + 1. Partition S(n) into 2 /+2 alternating sets S^ ..., S2I+2.
For each non-empty alternating set 5^,
I *i I < \akU)\,
S




jeS(n) j - i ieSj
This tends to 0 as n tends to infinity, so upon substituting this into (*•) we see that
Y,an(i) — ?>ai- Therefore 7reAltx.
To prove the converse, suppose that n has infinite imbalance. Inductively define
two functions n and m by setting n{\) = 0 and m{\) = 2, and having defined n{k) and
m(k), pick n(k+1) and m(k+1) such that
(i) «(/+1) and m(k+1) are even,
(ii) n(k+ 1) > n(k) and m(k+1) > m(k),
(iii) n(
(iv)
(One can always find n(k+1) and m(k+1) satisfying (i) through (iii), and (iv) can also
be satisfied since n has infinite imbalance.)
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Define a series 5 X in Alt by at = (—\y/m(k-l), where/: = min{y: /^ «(/)}. Since
n(k) is always even, at = -ai+1 when / is odd, and Zn(&) at = 0. Let k > 1. Then
m(k) n(k-l)
= 0 + 1 (-l)7m(fc V ( ) (#)
where 5 = {i: ien([l, m(k)]), n(k-l)<i^ n{k)} and T = {i: ien([l, m(k)]), i > n(k)}.
By property (iv), the summation over S has absolute value at least m(k— 1); Thas no
more than m(k) elements, so the sum over T has absolute value no greater than 1.
Therefore (#) tends to infinity as k tends to infinity, so rc^Alt*, as was to be
shown.
Before characterizing Altx + we first need a small technical fact.
LEMMA 17. Suppose that S^i is such that \imat = 0 and X\cii + ai+1\ < oo. Then
there are series S^i andYiC{ in Alt such that at = bi + Cifor att'i.
Proof. Define At by Af = 1 if / is odd and ai ^ 0 or / is even and ai < 0, and
At = 0 otherwise. Define ££» and Scf by
i
j — i
Clearly bi + ci = at, both J^bt and S q have alternating signs, and l i m ^ = l i m ^ = 0.
To finish we need only show that \bt\ and \ct\ converge monotonically. We do this for
\bt\ only, the |cj case being identical. We have
\*>i\-\bi+1\ = K + ^ +J + AJ^I-A^J^J. %
If aiai+1^:0, then At = Ai+1 and (b]) is equal to 0 or |at + ai+1|. Otherwise,
\ai + at+i\ = N + K+i l . i n wm'ch case (^) gives
Therefore \bi\ is monotonic in /, and ZZ?f G Alt.
THEOREM 18. Xa{ is in Altx + if and only z / l im^ = 0 and 2|fli + flt+il < oo.
Proof. Suppose that lim at = 0 and L K + fli+il < oo. Then, by Lemma 17, Ea< is
in the linear span of Alt, and hence is in Altx +.
Conversely, suppose that E ^ e C and T,\ai+ai+1\ = co; we shall show that
Xa i £Al t x + . Since £ K + ai+il = oo, either Z|a2i_i + a2i\ = oo, E|a2i + a2i+il = oo, or
both. We assume that the first holds, the second case being similar. If bt = a2i_1H-a2i
then Xbt is conditionally convergent, so there is a permutation p such that Hbp(i)
diverges. Define a permutation n by
n{li - 1 ) = 2/7(0 - 1 and n(li) = 2/>(0-
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Now n has imbalance 1, so it is in Altx . However,
in n
li 07i(t) = £ bp(i),
i - l i - l
so Zflff(i) diverges. Therefore (af)£Altx + .
COROLLARY 19. 2 ^ e Altx + i/awd only if there are series E&i5 S Q W Alt JMC/I f/taf
at = b{ + ct for all i.
There is another set of series which initially looks like a promising extension of
Alt. Let A denote all series S«t such that when the zero terms are deleted, the resulting
series is in Alt or has only finitely many terms. For example, {1,0, — \, 0, \, 0, ...} is in
A. Clearly, if Xat is in A, then J^at converges, so one might hope that Ax + is a useful,
non-trivial class of convergent series. Unfortunately, an examination of Levi's proof
of Theorem 1 shows that Ax + = C, since he shows that for any n in P \P 0 there is
"Zat in A such that n $ (Lad * •
6. Final remarks
The mixture of duality, linearity of C, and multiplication in P gives a very rich
structure, only a small portion of which has been considered here. Many questions
concerning the unstudied portions immediately suggest themselves, and we mention
only a few. For example, Pleasants proved that the group generated by Po is not all
of P, while we have shown that the semigroup generated by (S«t)x is always P. What
about closed sets between Po and (La^ x ? In particular, if n e P\P0 , what can one say
about the group and semigroup generated by n+ x ?
Our most glaring omission is the lack of a characterization of n+ x . A sufficient
condition for p to be in n+ * is that there is N such that, for all n,
P([hn])= ( j 4 \ U 4
fc-i fc-i
where N' + N" ^ N and each Ik and Jk is either an interval of N or a '^-interval' of
the form n([l, m]) for some / ^ m. The presence of the J terms may seem strange, but
the following example shows why they are useful. Consider the permutations n and
p given by:
1 ,2 ,3 ,4 ,5 ,6 ,7 ,8
7r 4 , 1 , 6 , 2 , 8 , 3 , 5 , 7
p 4 , 6 , 8 , 5 , 7 , 1 , 2 , 3
9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19
13,9, 15, 10, 17, 11, 19, 12, 14, 16, 18
13, 15, 17, 19, 14, 16, 18,9, 10, 11, 12
20, 21, 22, 23
25, 20, 27, 21
25,27,29,31
The vertical lines break N into blocks, where both n and p map each block onto itself.
In the first block, p and n have the same order except p saves 1... 3 for last. In the
second block p saves 9.. . 12, etc. Now pEn+x and nep+x, and for any n,
/>([!, «]) = 7r([l, n+k])\[l, m] for some k, l,m (if k = 0 then the subtracted set is
empty). To express p([l, 3]) solely as a union takes at least 3 intervals and 7r-intervals;
to express p([\, 12]) takes at least 4, etc. Incidentally, pen+x and nep+x and yet
p # n o a and n ^ p o a for any a in Po.
There is also the more general problem of characterizing Ax+ and P+ x for sets
A c C and P c P . This may well be too difficult, in which case perhaps a more
accessible problem is to characterize A v B and P V Q for closed sets A, B <=. C and
P, Q c: P.
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We have shown that, if J^at and S ^ are conditionally convergent, then (£at) *
and (Lbj)* have several semigroup properties in common, and that the lattices
beneath (L^d x + and (5^) x + are (trivially) isomorphic. Is the lattice of closed sets
larger than ( 5 A ) * + isomorphic to the closed sets larger than (£^) x + ? Similarly, is
the lattice of closed sets smaller than n+x isomorphic to those smaller than p+x for
all p and n in P\P0?
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